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COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

PROCESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance
University Wind Symphony
Andrew A. Boysen
Conductor and Professor of Music

OPENING OF THE CEREMONY
James W. Dean Jr.
President of the University
(Please stand, if able, and remain standing through the National Anthem.)

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Mary (Beck) Clang ’21
Daiana Rosa ’24

OPENING REMARKS
James W. Dean Jr.
President of the University

GREETINGS FROM THE DEAN
Michael Decelle ’81
Dean, College of Professional Studies

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Michael D. Smith
Chief Executive Officer of AmeriCorps

HONORARY DEGREE
Michael D. Smith
Conferred by President Dean
Presented and Hooded by Wayne Jones
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
and
Michael Decelle ’81

GRANITE STATE AWARD
Waypoint
Accepted by Borja Alvarez de Toledo
President and CEO, Waypoint

Conferred by President Dean
Presented by Provost Jones

GREETINGS FROM THE STUDENT BODY
Ellen Gagnon ’24
Jordan White ’24
A.S., Behavioral Science
B.S. ASL/English Interpreting

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Conferred by President Dean
Presented by Dean Decelle

WELCOME TO THE UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Michael Decelle ’81

ALMA MATER
UNH Chamber Singers

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES AND CLOSING REMARKS
President Dean

RECESSIONAL
March from Suite in F
University Wind Symphony
HONORARY DEGREE

MICHAEL D. SMITH

Michael D. Smith is the chief executive officer of AmeriCorps — the federal agency for service and volunteering. Smith has dedicated his career to social justice by reducing barriers and expanding opportunities for children and families in underserved communities, like those where he grew up.

During his tenure at AmeriCorps, Smith has sharpened the agency’s focus on equity, investing in what works and uniting communities through the power of service. More than $27 million in AmeriCorps scholarships have been earned by AmeriCorps members who serve in New Hampshire.

Previously, he served in President Barack Obama’s White House as special assistant to the president and senior director of cabinet affairs, overseeing the My Brother’s Keeper initiative and interagency task force. My Brother’s Keeper led to new federal policy initiatives and grant programs, tens of thousands of new mentors and more than 250 MBK communities, including the city of Nashua.

In a previous role at AmeriCorps, Smith served as director of the Social Innovation Fund. He also spent many years as a philanthropic leader, most recently serving as senior vice president of social innovation at the Case Foundation.

A renowned thought leader on service, Smith has lent his expertise to print, online and broadcast news channels including CNN, NPR, The Hill, C-Span, The Stanford Social Innovation Review, The Grio and numerous local and regional outlets.

Smith is a senior Atlantic fellow for racial equity and a member of Boys and Girls Clubs of America’s Alumni Hall of Fame, the highest honor bestowed by the organization. He has served on the board of directors of Results for America, Venture Philanthropy Partners, Public Allies, Idealist.org and Philanthropy for Active and Civic Engagement.
GRANITE STATE AWARD

Waypoint

Founded in 1850 in New Hampshire, Waypoint is an independent, nonprofit agency dedicated to empowering people of all ages through an array of human services and advocacy. Working collaboratively in New Hampshire, Waypoint creates a social safety net for all who live in the state.

Finding solutions to problems through their dual roles as practitioners and advocates, Waypoint makes a positive, long-lasting impact that improves lives and communities through their array of services, including programs for children with developmental concerns or chronic health conditions, childcare, prenatal support, parent education/family empowerment, homeless youth services, home healthcare for older Americans and adults with disabilities and mental health counseling and family counseling. The organization also focuses on prevention services, through early childhood programs and family resource centers.

Today, with 16 sites across the state, and more than 24 programs, Waypoint serves an average of 10,000 people a year. Built upon four pillars: Staff, Community, Solutions, and Impact, Waypoint’s resolute staff is known for compassion, professionalism, and ingenuity, and continues to make a positive, long-lasting impact on the communities it serves in New Hampshire.
Faculty Marshals

Raina Ames
Associate Professor of Theatre and Dance

Sarah Batterson ’13PhD
Senior Online Professional Faculty

Brent Bell ’87, ’05PhD
Associate Professor of Recreation Management and Policy

Scott Berube ’02, ’03G
Principal Lecturer of Accounting and Finance

Michael Brian
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology

Christopher Bauer
Professor of Chemistry

Szu-Feng Chen
Associate Professor and Department Chair of Theatre and Dance

Ileana Chirila
Assistant Professor of Languages, Literatures and Cultures

Chantel Cole
Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing

Suzanne Cooke ’94, ’04PhD
Lecturer of Biology

Trish Cox ’08G
Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work and MSW Director

Kathy L. DesRoches ’88, ’92, ’03G
MS Leadership Program Director and Nonprofit Graduate Certificate Program, Business and Technology, Academic Affairs

Diane Devine
Senior Lecturer of Marketing

Marion Dorsey
Professor and Program Coordinator of Justice Studies and History

Sherine Elsawa
Associate Professor of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences

John Franklin
Lecturer of Decision Sciences

Majid Ghayoomi
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Brett Gibson
Professor and Department Chair of Psychology

Paul Gilson
Senior Lecturer in Finance

Katie Godshall
Clinical Assistant Professor of Social Work

Karen J. Graham ’83G, ’86PhD
Professor and Department Chair of Mathematics and Statistics

Lou Ann Griswold ’95 PhD
Associate Professor and Department Chair of Occupational Therapy

Vanessa Grunkemeyer
Clinical Assistant Professor and Program Coordinator of Animal Science

Brett Gunn
Lecturer of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences

Robin Hackett
Professor of English and Women’s and Gender Studies

John Halstead
Professor and Program Coordinator for Environmental and Resource Economics

Liz Harvey
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences

Fei Han
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Michele Gauthier Hope
Clinical Assistant Professor of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences

Philippe Kalmogo
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering

David J. Kaye
Professor of Theater and Dance

Brad Kinsey
Associate Dean, College of Engineering and Physical Sciences

Rita Kondrath
Program Director, Undergraduate Writing and Communication, Academic Center Director, Liberal Arts, Communication, and General Education

Michael Kuklenberger ’05G
Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior

Will Lusenhop
Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work

Alyunya Lyon
Professor of Political Sciences and International Affairs

Kyle MacLea
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences and Biotechnology

Gibran Mancus
Assistant Professor of Nursing

Peter Masucci
Principal Lecturer in Marketing

Dawn Meredith
Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Nicholas Mian
Associate Professor of Psychology

Gay Nardone
Professor of Theatre and Dance

Julie Paprocki
Assistant Professor of Civil, Environmental, and Ocean Engineering

Courtney Paulson
Assistant Professor of Statistics

Rose Pruiksma
Senior Lecturer of Music

Patricia Puccilli ’05, ’07G, ’15G
Clinical Professor, Interprofessional Practice Fellow, and Undergraduate Program Director of Nursing and CHHS Chief Faculty Marshal

Lisa Ranfors
Clinical Associate Professor of Human Development and Family Studies

Lauren Sager ’17PhD
Lecturer of Mathematics

Andrew Seal
Senior Lecturer of Economics

Susan Siggelakis
Associate Professor of Justice Studies and Political Science

William Stine
Associate Professor of Psychology

Dean Sullivan
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Billur Akdeniz Talay
Professor, Marketing

Amy Thompson
Senior Online Faculty Member and CPS Chief Faculty Marshal

Becca Toppin ’01, ’10G, ’23G
Lecturer of Business Administration

Paul Tsang
Professor of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences

Allison Watts
Research Assistant Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Cheryl Whistler
Professor of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences

Class Marshals

Jennifer Helen Appleby ’21
M.Ed., Graduate School

LeeAnn M. Stevens
M.S., Graduate School

Evie Brunette
B.S., College of Professional Studies

Brian Raynes
B.S., College of Professional Studies

Amberlee Smock
M.S., College of Professional Studies

Matthew Woodworth
M.S., College of Professional Studies

Jennifer Zarir Sidhwa
B.S., College of Life Sciences and Agriculture

Christian Zepeda-Lipovsky
B.A., College of Life Sciences and Agriculture

Kieran Duffy Newcomb
B.A., College of Liberal Arts

Isabella Foster Norenberg
B.A., College of Liberal Arts

Alexis M. Eaton
B.S., College of Engineering and Physical Sciences

Patrick J. O’Neil
B.A., College of Engineering and Physical Sciences

Ashley T. Gallant
B.S., Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics

Trevor Glenn Goding
B.S., Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics

Ande Allison
B.S., College of Health and Human Services

Maeve Cecilia Athena Joyce
B.S., College of Health and Human Services

Jennifer Helen Appleby ’21
M.Ed., Graduate School

LeeAnn M. Stevens
M.S., Graduate School

Evie Brunette
B.S., College of Professional Studies

Brian Raynes
B.S., College of Professional Studies

Amberlee Smock
M.S., College of Professional Studies

Matthew Woodworth
M.S., College of Professional Studies

Jennifer Zarir Sidhwa
B.S., College of Life Sciences and Agriculture

Christian Zepeda-Lipovsky
B.A., College of Life Sciences and Agriculture

Kieran Duffy Newcomb
B.A., College of Liberal Arts

Isabella Foster Norenberg
B.A., College of Liberal Arts

Alexis M. Eaton
B.S., College of Engineering and Physical Sciences

Patrick J. O’Neil
B.A., College of Engineering and Physical Sciences

Ashley T. Gallant
B.S., Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics

Trevor Glenn Goding
B.S., Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics

Ande Allison
B.S., College of Health and Human Services

Maeve Cecilia Athena Joyce
B.S., College of Health and Human Services
TO THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASS OF 2024:

Congratulations on earning your degree from the University of New Hampshire! Your academic achievement is something that you will be proud of for your lifetime. Whether your next step is entering a career track or pursuing advanced specialization in your field, the education you have received from UNH provides you with critical knowledge and skills that will serve you no matter what direction your journey takes you. The Trustees of the University System of New Hampshire congratulate you on your success and extend our continued good wishes as you enter a new chapter of personal and professional accomplishment.

The faculty and staff at UNH have eagerly sought ways to help you find opportunities to become connected to campus life and to your community. We encourage you to carry on this tradition of engagement in the future—in the communities you serve and as members of the University of New Hampshire Alumni Association.

The USNH Trustees would also like to acknowledge the families of UNH graduates for the many ways they have demonstrated their support for you. We understand how important that support is to your success and the commitment it requires. Whether you are a traditional or non-traditional-age student, a graduate student, a veteran, or a first-generation student, the role family and friends play cannot be overestimated.

And finally, we encourage you to reflect upon the dreams and aspirations that brought you to UNH, and to seek out and to excel at the many opportunities that lie ahead.

With all good wishes,
Alexander J. Walker, Jr., Chair
Board of Trustees
University System of New Hampshire
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Honors

Summa Cum Laude

Andrew P. Abirached
Rachel Alexandra Achong
Cameron David Adams
Rebekah Christine Adams
Katheryn Lee Agostini
Isabelle E. Aiello
Emily Hope Alberigo
Jessica Marie Allbee
Laura Morgan Allen
Ande K. Allison
Emma Paige Anderson
Lisa Marie Angelopoulos
Marisa Lynn Armer
Natalie Elizabeth Aston
Andrew Christopher Avallone
Danielle Jessica Azevedo
Kristen Bachard
Keith Gerald Badger
Gretchen Louise Bahmueller
Seamus Dominic Baker
Jacob Bancroft
Leah Erin Bauer
Casey Paige Baumann
Emily Maren Beaudet
Colton Brady Bedgood
Ava Camille Blair
Felicia Marie Blodgett-Duran
Joseph Brian Bodenrader
Elizabeth Mary Bodwell
Blake Henry Bolduc
Jaxon Quinn Boudreau
Samuel Bourcier
Meghan Rita Bowden
Sarah Louise Brautigam
Philip Mcgrath Breton
Lindsey Ann Broadhurst
Riley Paige Brooks
Molly Anna Brousaides
Alana Noelle Brown
Alyson Rose Brown
Evelyn Grace Brunette
Kathleen Brunette
Eli Finnegan Bryant
Jacobs Thomas Buban
Ashley Madison Buchheit
Kylar Lorin Buchholz
Bridget Patricia Buckley
Erika R. Burgess
Sean Burwen
Casey Leighton Byrne
Melanie Camelo
Rebecca Camire
Catherine M. Campbell
Elisa Careggio
Allison Louisa Carl
Sara Julia Carlelo
Molly Caron
Carter Freeman Cassidy
Sanne Cassee
Carly Jane Cave
Isabelle Limei Chase
Caleb James Chinburg
Riley Mae Chou
Ashley Ann Cierrri
Gina Kay Clairmont
Carly Jeanne Colle
Isabel Lucille Cole
William Connor
Dylan James Conroy
Kyra Barbara Convent
Chloe Elizabeth Conway
Camryn Libby Copp
Anna Coulombe
Sarah Rose Craft
Addison Clyde Craven
Gordon Vincent Cunningham
Kendra Cunningham
Caroline Curry
Lauren Rose Curtin
Abigail C. Czwakiel
Hayden Stienker Dahl
Carley Jean Dahlstrom
Av Lauren Dallas
Alex James Damsell
Matthew Gourdirn Darby
Deluna Bermonika Darmawan
Cruz L. Dellsanta
Chloe Ann DeLuca
Olivia Michelle Desroches
Jamie Shea Devellis
Sage Aiden Diefenbach
Olivia Jessica Dill
Salina Dinh
John Theodore Dionis
Thomas Edward Diphilippo
Meghan Grace Dirksmeier
Erin Rose Donahue
Makenna Rose Dougherty
Brooke Ellen Douglas
Kaitlyn Theresa Douillard
Thea Elaine Doyle
Isabel Catherine Dreher
Grace Elizabeth Drew
Kyla Caroline Drum
Alex David Dubois
Morgan Scott Eames
Laura Mae Earle
Alexis Marie Eaton
Tonya Elderly
Austin Spencer Edwards
Joshua Eisel
Ashanti EL-Amin
Alexis Ann Emery
Nadine Emel
Michael Thomas Estabrook
Nicole Katherine Eustace
Paige Victoria Farley
Bernadette Patricia Farmer
Emma Elizabeth Farnham
Holly Danielle Farrell
Krista Nicole Farrell
Mavee Brigid Farrell
Adam Faulconer
Page Catherine Fecteau
Danielle Maria Ferrante
Jennifer Lee Fiorentino
Madison Rose Firmin
Emily Flaherty
Shea Cynthia Flanders
Elizabeth Flowers
ella Rose Francis
Carolyn Velma Frank
Renee Franzini
Anna Lee Frazee
Nicholas Nolan Fuller
Ashley Taylor Gallant
Tricia Laine Gardy
Ava Frances Gaudette
William Joseph Harford
Gaudreau Abigail Rose Gendron
Jemma Rae Glenn Wixson
Sarah Victoria Glennon
Samuel Peter Gobeil
Trevor Glenn Goding
Crystal Nicole Goodrich
Courtney Kidder Goodwin
Jai-Lynn A. Goss
Clarissa Rose Gowing
Kristen L. Graf
Hunter Vinci Graham
Karisa Riana Graham
Olivia Perkins Graves-Witherell
Reilly Morgan Gray
Jill Greene
Timothy Carl Grosky
Chloe Catherine Gross
Samantha Grosso
Sara Grozdanic
Jared Grant Hakala
Cooper Jonathan Hamel
Morgan Denise Hammond
Sean Henry Hanrahan
Rachel Elizabeth Hanson
Ashley Jennifer Hardock
Madeleine Louise Harley
Lauren Kate Harrington
Samantha May Harrington
Victoria R. Harris
Samantha Harvey Dinan
Ashlynn Rebekah Hatch
Molly Hatch
Morgan Lynn Hayes
Alexia Karen Heriaud
Benjamin Heney
Nathaniel David Hixon
Carolyn Grace Hoadley
Eve Marie Hodgdon
Sarah Kathleen Holmes
Kayleigh Alexis Hummel
Patrick W. Hussey
Julia Elizabeth Ignazio
Grace Jackson
Anna Gabrielle Jarrett
Jared Scott Jesesman
Jaylyn Elisabeth Jewell
Juhong Jin
Tyler Joseph Johnson
Amilia Lorna Johnston
Maeve Joyce
Morgan Jean Kahl
Hailey M. Kaliscik
Rachel Maya Kaufman
Jack Robert Kearing
Maggie A. Keenan
Victoria Rose Kennedy
Molly Cecilia Kent
Annelie Claire Kershaw
Charlotte Ann Kettyle
Emma Akiyo Kimura
Grace A. Kimura
Hailey King
Nicole Danielle Kinzlimaier
Angus M. Kirkpatrick
Johanna Grace Koroma
Madison Hope Kriete
Jade Emilie Kwiatkowski
Brianinta Kalley Kyes
Andrew Lagos
Margaret Joanna Lahey
Logan Sandra Lajoie
Elizabeth Mae Lambert
Kaley Ann Lambert
Hannah Maeve Langstaff
Jayden Casandra Lapointe
Olivia M. LaRose
Hayden Edward Lawton
Maxwell Bailey Leavitt
Julianne LeBlanc
Lauda LeBlanc
Emily R. LeDuke
Elia Hotaka Longa
Sadie Elizabeth Lorenz
Anthony Lotane
Daniel Steven Lougee
Abigail Jo Lucich
Anna Grace Lukacz
Ella Frances Lukacz
Pheobe Monet Luneau
Catherine Olivia Luz
Emily Sang Lynch
Zachary Ryan Machemer
Devin Anne Mack
Anna Madden
Sarah Christine Magnan
Sarah Elizabeth Mahoney
Jessica Mandri
Jake Patrick Manning
Nicole Julia Marcotte
Nathaniel Angelo Marks
Hannah Reta Marsh
Elizabeth Jodi Martell
Kate Emily Mathews
Thayer Huntress Maughan
Nathan Anton Maybach
McCallister Emily McBride
Samantha Marie McCarthy
Lauren Mary McDowell
Nathan Alexander McGillicuddy
Silas McIntire
Clare Elizabeth McIntyre
Erin Michaela McKeen
Christina Carol Merchant
Kathryn Rose Merlino
Kegan Daniel Messmer
Summer Metcalf
Brianna Lee Meyer
Jenna Lee Meyer
Natalie Renee Michel
Emma Olivia Mikuuchi
Ian E. Miles
Megan Julia Miller
Keira Mackenzie Moon
Devin Faith Morin
Sarah Grace Morin
Jake Francis Morrier
Charlotte Bevan Mosedale
Safina Moss
Brady E. Mountain
Jill Thessalonika Mundung
Ashley Janette Murison
Lillian Murray
Travis Clyde Nason
Emma Jean Nevins
Kieran D. Newcomb
Nathan James Newton
Long Phuc Nguyen
Joyce Ngwe
Johanne Nielsen Nichols
Ryan Christopher Nickerson
Paige Anna Nochisaki
Hannah Marilyn Norman
Aislyn Grace O’Connell
Shea G. O’Connor
Kylie Ann O’Keefe
Ethan James O’Leary
Patrick Joseph O’Neil
Lauren Elizabeth Ogonowsky
Alyssa Ostrowski
Regina Kate Ottaviano
Amy Susanne Overhulser
Emma Rose Owens
Kelsey Jane Page
Mia Kelly Pagliarini
Elena Eve Parr
Claire Patnaude
Madeline Geraldine Pender
Jade Elizabeth Pescinski
Josephine Marion Philbrick
Victoria Helen Pinardi
Alexandra Hope Pogany
Gemma Sofia Pohl
Joel Andrew Pontbriand
Natalie Joan Pontbriand
Tami Porter
Kallie Elizabeth Poulin
Olivia Jeanne Pride
Olivia Katherine Queri
Mari Helena Quinn
Deryke William Ramsey Ranae
Chase Rawson
Brian Raynes
Ruth Reardon
Corinne Elise Richard
Alexis Richer
Jasmine Rose Rocheleau
Kylee Rose Rock
Mallory Sommer Rogers
Noah Edward Rogers
Aiden Casey Rolfe
James Rooney
Jonathan M. Rooney
Sophia Grace Roy
Lauren Nicole Russo
Melina Echo Ryan
Julia Marie Saab
Skylar Brooke Samanica
Trevor Santoro
Lauren Mary Sargent Shaylee
Marie Sarmiento
Mia Kathleen Saucedo
Hailey Elizabeth Savage
Suzanne Elizabeth Scharff
James Michael Schneider
Jane Maria Schwadron
Elisabeth Rachel Schwarze
Timothy Jackson Scott
Ahmed Sehic
Maiah Ross Seul
Aidan James Shea
Kevin Shegani
Denise Sherburne
Frankie Shinost Jr.
Jennifer Siddha
Sydney Brooke Sigua
Stephen Simeone
Samantha Renee Simpson
Hannah Abbe Sinon
Krystal Lyn Slika
Gavin J. Smith
Hayley Katherine Smith
Lilly Annabelle Smith
Madeline Rose Frances Smith
Olivia Marie Smith
Adam Richard Smolag
Alexander Pilo Soule
Sarah MacKenzie Spooner Julia
Elizabeth Squatrito
Kaia Jade Staples
Anderson Christopher Steckler
Jodi M. Sterter
Abigail Jane Stillwagon
Diana Caroline Stover
James Edgar Sullivan III
Violet Erin Sullivan
Kerstin Jean Surrette
Caroline Johnel Susko
Alexander Swanson
Matthew Swanton
Laura Marie Swarce
Lyssa Ann Shu-Hui Tan
Arielle Terranova
Reagan Tool
Madison Isabella Tortorella-Bova
Catrina Marjorie Touchette
Timothy Alphonse Trasatti
Ryan H. Tripp
Gwendolyn Tatum
Elizabeth Underhill
Keegan Unzen
Kylie Michele Valluzzi
Emily Elizabeth Waite
Jenna Anne Walke
Sarah Skylar Walsh
Olivia Louise Watson
Timothy Weatherford
Ellie Patrick Webber
Lea Stabaek Wenas
Ayraka Lyn West
Gwendolyn Paige West
Emma Florence Westley
Charles Henry Wheeler
Jack Lawton Wheeler
Jordan S. White
Aiden Hammond Whitney
Isabella Virginia Williams
Sceilya Evelyn Rose Williams
C Alyce Bryant Willis
Adam Thomas Wilson
Douglas Wilson
Janella Wilson
Alaina Marie Winrow
Matthew Winders
Rebecca Lynn Winters
Elizabeth Noelle Wise
Colton Scott Workman
Grace Anna Wyson
Patrick Andrew Yudkin
Christian Alexander Zepeda-Lipovsky

**Magna Cum Laude**

Christina Liah Adamakos
Rachel Luray Adams
Cameron S. Allen
Gabriella Amirath
Lucas John Anderson
Lauren Marie Ariano
Mikaela Marie Aschbrenner
Maria Bailey
Ashley Ngoc Baker
Hailey Elizabeth Banas
Grace Joanne Barba
Matthew Edward Baro
Ilia Louise Bartenstein
Suzanne Faye Bazzell
Olivia Barrett Bean
Kaitlyn Rose Beauchemian
Morgan Ann Beck
Aidan Matthew Belleau
Madison J. Roberge
Mia Domenique Rosa
Katie Lynn Roscoe
Avi Mae Rose
Lauren Michelle Rose
Deborah Ann Ross
Jacob F. Rotker
Nicholas Roman Roy
Alexis Lynn Russo
Amy Ellen Ryan
Falyne Marie Rzezuski
Anabel Alyce Santini
Anthony Allen Sanville Jr.
Madeline Lacey Sawyer
Kathleen Mary Scanlon
Anna R. Scheifele
Max Wheeler Scheinblum
Emma Caroline Schleck
Rachel Marie Schmarde
Chloe Victoria Schnitt
Ciera Helen Schwarz
Eshwar Senthilnathan
Hannah Marie Serbousek
Elizabeth Marie Shatney
Erin Elizabeth Sheil
Aria Morris Shufelt
Rebecca Anne Simmons
Megan Anna Sinclair
Cameron Richard Slide
Allison Taylor Small
Braedi C. Smith
Jeremy Spewock
Luke Paul St. Cyr
Jack Henry St. Sauveur
Shannon Marie Stanley
Matthew Steinhauser
Kaylyn Rose Storozuk
Susan Dorothy Strickland
Chloe Kathleen Sturtz
Olivia June Surdam Adrian
Leonor Sutton Caroline
Anne Sweet Sana F. Syed
Kareana Elizabeth Sylvain
Lexi Kailyn Taylor
Jake Austin Terrell
Juliette Marie Thomas
Isabella Marie Thompson
Madison Paige Thompson
Madison Elizabeth Thorne
Olivia D. Thrower Mikayla
Lauren Tilden
Eshuva Tsimlinsa
Samantha Marie Tralli
Kathy Tran
Joanne Tsang
Julia Christine Tully
Samuel Lyn Twinning
Madeline Susan Urban
Gavin Richard Urda
Kyle Robert Vallee
Brigid Elizabeth Van Rees
Nicole Ann Vareski
Ian Leonard Veer
Maria Lea Veilleux
James V. Vidal Cardona
Courtney Kennedy Vincent
Jessica Lauren Vincent
Cameron Lee Vose
Irina Vrevis
Vianca Malinda Wahju
Brady Michael Wall
Sydney Judith Walsh
Anna Lucille Ward
Julia Anne Ward
Caroline Rose Ware
Tanner Shawn Weeks
Finn Wegmueller
Cassidy Wentworth
Zoe Mackenzie Werth
Miles Wharton
Hannah Mae White
Jamison Wade White
Andrew James Wiemken
Christopher James Wilkins
Amelia Jane Wilson
Steven Patrick Wilson
James A. Wood
Kyah Grace Woodland
Courtney Jeanne Woodward
Timothy Woodward
Robert Wolinski
Caroline Scott Yates
Sara Kate Young
Ariana N. Zappala
Adam Jakob Zienkiewicz
Madeline G. Ziomek

Cum Laude

Matthew Samuel Abbott
Brendan David Akpan
Ian Carl Aldrich
Phoebe Rose Allen
Mackenzie Elizabeth Amaral
Eric James Anderson
Addison Joseph Andronicou
Lila Ankiewicz
Gianna Anzalone
Aileen Lily Auclair
Brett Auclair
Katerina Dorothy Aurilio
Davis Addison Balke
Michael John Bardsley Jr.
Alexander Steven Barouxis-Kroll
Axel Tonatiuh Barreto Rodriguez
Leo Robert Barrieau
Jaime Ann Bartalini
Zachary Barthel
Madeline Nicole Beaton
Alexandra Stefania Bedard
Sydney E. Belliveau
Christopher Gray Berthrong
Joshua Bertrand
Sydney R. Black
Abigail Rose Blasi
Kayla Paige Bondra
Amanda Claire Bozzi
Jillian Maureen Brady
Maggie Briggs
Yannick Bright
Victoria L. Broadley
Zoe River Buffum
Morgan Yang Mei Buinicky
Madelyn Grace Burke
Raina H. Burke
Alexander Daniel Cafaro
Madison Taylor Cannon
Katana Lucienne Cardin
Jacob C. Carlson
Kerrie Ann Caron
Jake Michael Caruso
Emily Amy Casko
Caroline Elizabeth Cass
Gianna Rose Castellarin
Meghan Elizabeth Cavanaugh
Karthik Chalumuri
Alli Jordan Chapdelaine
Erica Chase
Libby Chase
Se Young Choi
Andrew Scott Christlieb
Molly Catherine Colasanti
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Michael Decelle ’81, Dean

ASSOCIATE DEGREES

† Destiny Gisselle Almanzar
A.S, Behavioral Science
Laura Marion Anderson
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Abigail Samantha Baker
A.S, Behavioral Science
Trisha Marie Ballbach
A.A, General Studies
* Sarah Lee Barrett
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Tess Elizabeth Beaulieu
A.A, General Studies
* Erica Nina Blanchard
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Jessica Marie Brantley
A.A, General Studies
§ Kristin Marie Brooks
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Logan Censabella
A.S, Business Administration
† Lindsay Ann Chamberlain
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Tara Lyn Christman
A.S, Business
* Jillian Danielle Colbert
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Amarilis Clavijo Dejesus
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Sarah Elizabeth Dell
A.S, Behavioral Science
Thea Elaine Doyle
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Lisa Marie Doyon
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Morgan Evelyn Dube
A.S, Business
§ Jessica Victoria Dunlap
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
† Jessica Lynn Enis Yearout
A.S, Business
Johni Ann Farah
A.A, General Studies
Sean Michael Flanagan
A.S, Business
Crystal Lee Fonteneau
A.S, Behavioral Science
Dahlia Jewels Furtado
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Ellen Joan Gagnon
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Jason Samuel Gilmore
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Lyndsay Dominga Greatbatch
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Kevin Ronald Hebert
A.A, General Studies
* Howard D. Hill III
A.S, Behavioral Science
Karen Sue Hurley
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
† Kimberly Ann Jezak
A.S, Behavioral Science
Anne Noelle Bisaillon Jones
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Jessie Jacqueline Kopec
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Catherine Ann Larsen
A.S, Business
* Laura Brianna Leblanc
A.S, Behavioral Science
Kate-Lynn Lee
A.S, Behavioral Science
Alicia Lopez
A.S, Behavioral Science
* Akiyah Star Marquis
A.S, Behavioral Science
† Kara Beth Martinez
A.S, Behavioral Science
Seth Fredric Mclellan
A.S, Business
* Callie Rose Medina
A.S, Early Childhood Education
§ Hayley Kathryn Moore
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Meghan Onessimo
A.A, General Studies
† Gordon Robert Ohot
A.A, General Studies
* Samantha Ann Pagliccia
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Jaime Marie Pearsall
A.S, Early Childhood Education
Robin Lee Pelechowicz
A.S, Business
§ Leah Gina Pisiello
A.A, General Studies
Virginia Lee Pyle
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Kendall Rae Rowell
A.S, Business
Samantha Kaitlyn Stachulski
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
* Riley Sans Streeper
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Riley Elaine Surette
A.S, Behavioral Science
† Tapanga Racheall Tarr
A.S, Early Childhood Education
* Michele Thomas
A.S, Business
* Christopher Martin Thurlkill
A.S, Business
* Aisling Marie Tiernan
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
* Morgan Elliott Tomer
A.S, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Kimberly Anne Underhill
A.S, Business
§ Jessica Ann Wood
A.S, Early Childhood Education
BACHELOR DEGREES

Nicholas Casmir Alborghetti
B.S.G, BS Business Management
JESSICA MARIE ALIBEE
B.S.G, BS Accounting and Finance
* BRYNN MARIE ALLEN
B.S.G, BS Nursing
† MANAR AHMED ALTEKREETI
B.A., Business
† IAN WILLIAM ALTON
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology
§ JASMINE NICOLE ALVAREZ
B.S., Neuropsychology
RASHID AMIRI
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology
GABRIELLA AMIRTHAM
B.A., Psychology
† MATTHEW PAUL STREMLUA ANDERSON
B.S.G, BS Psychology
EMMA PAIGE ANDERSON
B.S.G, BS Criminal Justice
† KATHERINE NICOLE ANTZAK
B.S.G, BS Human Services
KRISTA LORRAINE APOSTOLES
B.A., Communication Arts: Human Relations
FELICIA ROSE ARISTA
B.A., Biological Sciences
* MONSERRATH ASCENCIO-VEGA
B.A., Psychology
ASHLEY NICOLE ATKINSON
B.S.G, BS Nursing
* EMILY ROSE AZADIAN
B.S.G, BS Psychology
KRISTEN ANN BACHAND
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
SARA ANN BALLARD
B.S.G, BS Nursing
JACOB MICHAEL BANCROFT
B.S.G, BS Psychology
MTUNIPESA JUNIOR BARUANI
B.S., Homeland Security
† MARJORIE R BASKERVILLE
B.A., Biological Sciences
ROBERT J. BEAN
B.S.G, BS Nursing
JANELLE BECKETT
B.S.G, BS Health and Wellness
COLTON BRADY BEDGOOD
B.S.G, BS Business Management
KATHY TERESA BELANGER
B.S.G, BS Human Services
* ALEXANDRA MARIE BELL
B.S.G, BS Technology Management
FAITH M. BELL
B.S., ASL/English Interpreting
† ANTHONY EMANUEL BELLIO
B.A.G, BA History
§ MARIAH KATHERINE BELTZ
B.S.G, BS Psychology
* DAWN ASHLEY BENWAY
B.S.G, BS Nursing
* RYAN JOSEPH BERNIER
B.A.G, BA Social Studies and General Special Education
* HOPE ELIZABETH BIBEAULT
B.A.G, BA Math Studies/Elementary Education/Special Education
† MELISSA SUE BIGelow
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood Education
* DMITRY BILIOUS
B.A., Computer Science
MICHAEL EUGENE BIRD
B.S.G, BS Business Management
* JEFFREY JAMES BISSELL
B.S.G, BS Allied Health Leadership
GABRIELLE NICOLE BLOMQQUIST
B.S., Computer Information Systems
AMANDA DANIELLE BLOOM
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
* MELISSA BOISVERT
B.S.G, BS Business Management
JACOB R. BOLDUC
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology
* MEGHAN BOLTON
B.S., Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership
ALEXIS LYSANDRA BOUCOUVALAS
B.S., Computer Information Systems
* THEODORE BOLENNACH
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology
SAMUEL BOURCICER
B.A., Business: Accounting
* JESSICA MARIE BRANLEY
B.S.G, BS Business Management
* ROBERT WILLIAM BREBAULT
B.S., Neuropsychology
* MAGGIE J. BRIGGS
B.S., Biotechnology
MARIAH BROWN
B.S., Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
HEATHER ANN BROOKS
B.S.G, BS Nursing
* TESHIA JOZEL BROWNE
B.S.G, BS Operations Management
† WILLIAM FRANCIS BRUNET
B.A., CA: Digital Media
* KATHLEEN MARGARET BRUNETTE
B.S.G, BS Nursing
EVELYN GRACE BRUNETTE
B.S., Neuropsychology
* SARA ELIZABETH BURDS
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies
ERIKA R. BURGESS
B.S., ASL/English Interpreting
JASON THOMAS BURRPEE
B.S.G, BS Business Management
SEAN EASTOVER BURwen
B.S., Computer Information Systems
† TAYLOR A. BURwen
B.A., Biological Sciences
MADISON MARIE BUSKEY
B.A., Biological Sciences
* TANATPORN JOY BYERS
B.A., Psychology
YULY TATIANA MONSALVE CABEZA
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology
IAN FRANKLIN CAHoon
B.A., Computer Science
MELANIE MARIE CAMeLO
B.S.G, BS Nursing
ANGIE ALEYRA CAMPOS UNIVEROS
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology
* KATHRYN MARIE CANFIELD
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
* PHILLIP ANTHONY CAPECE
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies
ELISA CAREGGio
B.S.G, BS Accounting and Finance
MICHAEL THOMAS CARLETON
B.S.G, BS Nursing
§ NICOLE MICHELLE CARLETON
B.S., Early Childhood Education
JACOB C. CARLSON
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology
* KERRIE ANN CARON
B.S.G, BS Health Care Management
MOLLY SHAY CARON
B.S.G, BS Human Resource Management
* JONATHAN RICHARD CASHMAN-AUSSANT
B.S., Neuropsychology
* MADISON QUINN CASSANO
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
ELIZABETH CAROLE CASTRucci
B.S.G, BS Business Management
* PHILLIP WILLIAM CASWELL
B.S.G, BS Business Management
WALTER I. CHACON
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology
† KORIANNA KYUNG-EUN CHAMPlNE
B.S.G, BS Psychology
† HEATHER ARYNG-EUN CHAMPlNE
B.A.G, Individualized Studies
HUDSON CHARLES
B.A., Business
* ALYNETTE MILANNY CHAVEZ
B.A., Biological Sciences
GINA KAY CLAIRMONT
B.S.G, BS Psychology
* JORDAN KRISTOPHER COALTER
B.A., Business
* KEVIN T. COLEMAN
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology
ADAM RYAN COLLIER
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies
† HOLDEN CROW COMPTON-LUJIN
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood Education
WILLIAM JAMES CONNOR
B.S.G, BS Fire Service Administration
DYLAN JAMES CONROY
B.S., Biotechnology
† Michelle Lee Cullen  
B.S., Biotechnology

* Kendra Marjorie Cunningham  
B.A.G, BA History

Gordon Vincent Cunningham  
B.S.G, BS Information Technology

Mahala Rose Damery  
B.S., ASL/English Interpreting

* Hieu Si Dang  
B.A., Computer Science

Lauryn Ashley Davis  
B.S., Biotechnology

* Ethan Donald De Angelis  
B.S., Homeland Security

* Charles Nyhan De St. Croix  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies

Sarah Elizabeth Dell  
B.S.G, BS Psychology

Sage Aidan Dieffenbach  
B.A., Biological Sciences

* Jacqueline Difonzo  
B.S.G, BS Psychology

Thomas John Digiantommaso III  
B.S.G, BS Information Technology

* Lisa Lewis Dillon  
B.S.G, BS Nursing

Peter Dinh  
B.A., Computer Science

Mackenzie Brooke Dodge  
B.A., Biological Sciences

Connor Alan Dodge  
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology

* Emilia Fayth Donnelly  
B.S.G, BS Psychology

Keara Aileen Doolan  
B.S., Neuropsychology

* Gabriel Eduardo Dottin-Quesada  
B.S.G, BS Marketing

* Katy Ann Doucette  
B.S.G, BS Business Management

Amy Debra Douglass  
B.S.G, BS Nursing

Kaitlyn Theresa Douillard  
B.A., Biological Sciences

Thea Elaine Doyle  
B.S.G, BS Human Services

* Chandler J. Dreyfuss  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology

Kellie Dube  
B.S., Health and Wellness

Charlotte Dubois  
B.S., Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership

Sydney Dubois  
B.S.G, BS Business Management

* Rayna Lee Duclos  
B.A., Psychology

Tara Anne Duffy  
B.S., Neuropsychology

Shannon Marie Duffy  
B.S.G, BS Criminal Justice

† Susan L. Eaton  
B.S.G, BS Accounting and Finance

* Royal Monroe Edgerly III  
B.S.G, BS Public Service Management

* Tonya Lynn Edgerly  
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education

Joshua Kyle Eisel  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies

† Ashanti EL-Amin  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies

* Nadine Emil  
B.S., Biotechnology

† Jamie Dawn Ennis  
B.S.G, BS Human Services

* Katherine Lynne Farmer  
B.S.G, BS Business Management

Adam Kenneth Faulconer  
B.S., Social Studies/Elementary Education/General Special Education

Kaitlin Michelle Fauteux  
B.S., English Language Arts/Elementary Education/General Special Education

Jennifer Lee Fiorentino  
B.A.G, BA English Language Arts/Elementary Education/Special Education

* Ellen Flanagan  
B.A., English Studies: Professional and Technical Communication

§ Aedan Thomas Graves  
B.A., Communication Arts: Advertising and Public Relations

Rachel Lynn Gray  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies

* Jennifer Ann Gray  
B.S., Applied Psychology: Counseling Foundations

Jessica Marie Green  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies

Jill Marie Greene  
B.S., English Language Arts/Elementary Education/General Special Education

* Samantha Grosso  
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education

* Sara Grozdanic  
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood Education

Keilys Norelly Guerrero Rojas  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jon Paul Gullage  
B.S.G, BS Health Care Management

* Katie Nicole Hagen  
B.S.G, BS Psychology

Krisofer G. Haken  
B.A., Business

* Brent Leon Haley  
B.S.G, BS Psychology

Apollo Lunos Harden  
B.S.G, BS Health Care Management

† Ryan Christopher Hare  
B.S.G, BS Technology Management

Jessica Harley  
B.S., ASL/English Interpreting

§ Dana Osborn Harpster  
B.S.G, BS Nursing

* Andrea Jean Hart  
B.S.G, Individualized Studies

Samantha Ann Harvey-Dinan  
B.S., English Language Arts/Elementary Education/General Special Education

* Lauren E. Hastings  
B.A., English Teaching

† Molly Sinclair Hatch  
B.S.G, BS Public Administration

Briahna Nicole Hawes  
B.S., Social Studies/General Special Education
Megan Felicia Ross  
B.A., Psychology  
Joshua Arron Sacker  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
Leah M. Salcito  
B.A., English Teaching  
Andrew K. Sanborn  
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology  
* Karla Almanzar Sandoval  
B.A., Computer Science  
† Austin John Sansoucy  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
Amanda Santos  
B.S., Applied Psychology: Court Advocacy  
* Sibeal O’Croi Sauvain  
B.S.G, BS Psychology  
Zachary Sawyer  
B.A., Business  
* Erica Jean Seaways  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
* Matthew Dennis Senibaldi  
B.A., Computer Science  
Eshwar Senthilnathan  
B.S., Computer Information Systems  
* Willem Daniel Shattuck  
B.A., Computer Science  
Liam Arthur Shelly  
B.A., Communication Arts  
Denise Collette Marie Sherburne  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
† Nathaniel John Simard  
B.A., Communication Arts  
Stephen Rudolph Simeone  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
† Sonja Makesha Simmons  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
Joshua Michael Keegan Simmons  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
* Jillian Marcelline Doris Smart  
B.S.G, BS Psychology  
* Taylor Lane Smith  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
* Zackery Thomas Smith  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
Joshua Keith Smith  
B.S.E.T., Electrical Engineering Technology  
Jennifer Joan Smith  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
Tessa Smith  
B.S.G, BS Psychology  
† William Tucker Soucy  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
Michael Christopher Souza  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
* Michelle Lisa Springer-Blake  
B.S., English Language Arts/General Special Education  
Luke Paul St. Cyr  
B.A., English Teaching  
* Cordell Arlic Stapivc  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
† Jeremy Adam Stauss  
B.S.G, BS Operations, Supply Chain and Logistics Management  
Robert R. Steele  
B.A., Biological Sciences  
* Matthew J. Steinhofer  
B.A., Business  
* Joseph Roy Stevens  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
† Patrice Jean Stevens  
B.S.G, BS Human Services  
Natalie Marie Stockman  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
Daniel R. Stough  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
* Seeal Subba  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
Alexander James Swanson  
B.S.G, BS Criminal Justice  
Matthew Swanton  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
Ian Swenson  
B.S., Neuropsychology  
* Crystal Erin Tangen  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
* Arnoi Tapia  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
† Cayla Marie Tetrault  
B.S.G, BS Health Care Management  
Joshua Charles Thibault  
B.A., Business  
Nicole Rose Thomas  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
Madison Paige Thompson  
B.A., Biological Sciences  
* Eshuva Timilsina  
B.S.G, BS Human Services  
Reigan Nicole Toof  
B.S.G, BS Psychology  
* Kathy Tran  
B.A., Business: Accounting  
Gwendolyn R. Tupman  
B.S., Biotechnology  
Keegan Alexander Schram Unzen  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
Jeremy Davis Van Dessel  
B.S.G, BS Nursing  
* Kyle Sonny Vaughan  
B.A., Business  
James V. Vidal Cardona  
B.A., Biological Sciences  
* Raunak Vijay  
B.S., Biotechnology  
Alexander Rey Villegas  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
† Kayla Susan Voltz  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
† Dakota Nicole Vondrasek  
B.S.G, BS Health and Wellness  
† Samantha Lyn Walker  
B.S.G, BS Health Care Management  
* Mark Kristopher Wallace  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
† Jamie Kelty Walther  
B.S.G, BS Applied Studies  
Joseph M'buthi Wangu  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
Holly Ann Waryas  
B.S.G, BS Early Childhood Education  
† Timothy Charles Weatherford  
B.A.G, BA History  
* Jonathan Weinberg  
B.S., Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership  
§ Ashley Aislin Wenning  
B.S., Biotechnology  
Lydia R. Whitby  
B.S., Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership  
Abigail Malatamban Whitcomb  
B.A., Business  
Jordan S. White  
B.S., ASL/English Interpreting  
* Lingard Ignatius Whiteford  
B.A., Business  
Matthew Gregory Wilkins  
B.A., Business  
* Douglas Edward Wilson  
B.S.G, BS Operations Management  
Janelle Ann Wilson  
B.S.G, BS Psychology  
* Matthew A. Winders  
B.S., Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership  
Robert James Wolinski  
B.S.G, BS Business Management  
Timothy R. Woodward  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
Paul Alexander Wrampe  
B.S.E.T., Mechanical Engineering Technology  
§ Kelsey James Wynne  
B.A., Business  
* Lorraine Zamora  
B.S., Biotechnology  
Adam Jakob Zienkiewicz  
B.A., Communication Arts: Cinema and Media  
Arms  
* Armina Zukanovic  
B.S.G, BS Allied Health Leadership  

† Denotes Degree Conferred on September 30, 2023  
* Denotes Degree Conferred on December 30, 2023  
§ Denotes Degree Conferred on March 30, 2024  
* Denotes Degree to be Conferred on Completion of Requirements
2024 GRADUATE SCHOOL

Education Specialist

Educational Administration

and Supervision:

† Tracy Jean Collyer
§ Jane Kyra Dulmage
Alexander Thomas Russell
M. Louise White
§ Patricia Wons

MAT

Secondary Education:

† Christopher Parker Andrews
† Dawson Prescott Bridges
Melissa May Brown
Tu Anh Duong
Madalyn Hadwen
Audrey Marie Hart
Nicholas Campion Marcus
† Andrew Peter Morin
Alexandra Leonore Vergara
Lauren Nicole Welch
Aiden Bryton Wood

Master of Public Health

Public Health:

Bernard Cho
Julie Ann Evrard
Makayla Marie Lembo
Caitlin Rose McMonagle
Dayhna Pamela Marti Ojeda
Erica Rapp Proto RN

Master of Science

Biototechnology: Industrial and Biomedical Sciences:

† Duncan Scott Britton
Jacob Matthew Brown
William Thomas Desilva Jr.
Michael Dullen
Ian Mitchell Harris
§ Kavya Kalaveni
† Hanna Kurtenbach
§ Doaa Kadhim Kzar
§ Caitlin Elizabeth Merrill
§ Sandra Abukeremah Nsoh
§ Joel Relin Osterman
§ Aya Wisam Raouf
Brandon J. Smith
§ Akshada Nandikumar Somvanshi
§ Aarti Sunilkumar Thawani
Matthew Woodworth
Shadi Zamani

Cybersecurity Engineering:

§ Brett Bennett
§ Sharmela Challagundla
Reid William Eckhart
Vestine Abishimwe Musonera
Christopher P. Puzzo
§ Mudassir Shoeb Syed

Cybersecurity Policy and Risk Management:

§ Saba B. Awan
† David Andrew Bruno
Kailey Ann Flannelly
§ Isaiah Gray
§ Adam Nicholas Kenchion
Emily Judy Lemoine
§ Sean McLaughlin
§ Vincent Thuy Nguyen
§ Omotomiwa Opeyemi Omolere
§ Timothy Alan Perry
Kevin Tattitch
§ Jesse Tramposch
Richard F. Wiechert Sr.

Global Conflict and Human Security:

§ Danso Akwasi Adusei
† Madison Eve Ferreri
Claire Margaret FitzMorris
Alexandra Greco

Health Care Management:

Solang Cecilia Abeka
Sarah Ann Farrington
§ Shaun Michael Mcardle
Erica Mary Royle
Bianna Lynn Brack

Human Services Administration:

Michelle Lynn Grabowski
Brent Patrick Ladman
§ Margaret Ann Lepage
† Priya Vadhana Nandellall-Shiwpal
§ Megan Elyse Nelson
† Erika Marie Quackenbush
† Safiya Thomas
† Tracy Lynn Young
Information Technology:

Vinod Budala
† Meenakshi Kathiresan
Sergiu Gabriel Mihu
† Sneha Nimnati
† William Rivera
Daniel I. Rubin

Instruction and Leadership:

§ Aimee Heather Jones
§ Shawndra Lynn Kesselring
§ Olivia Kristine Llewelyn
§ Tanner Smertsi Luopa
§ Emily Ann Mcbride
§ Elizabeth Anna Polizzato
§ Brandon Cody Rich
Alexandra Mary Schack
Morgan Cole Tewksbury
Michelle Lee Wood

Leadership:

§ Ludmila Bohlin
Alexander James Boudreau
Maria L. Bowen
* Daniel Munro Dempsey
§ Melissa Nicole Fazlic
† Kaitlyn Delia Flewelling
Charlotte Rebecca Holt
† Stephen Houten
§ Jeremy Gerhard Kassel
Samantha Rose Knapot
§ Kevin Thomas Lee
Tami Jean Provost
§ Naomi Jeanne Simard
Amberlee Marie Smock
§ William Andrew Whipple III
Jacqueline Linda Zindell

National Security
Intelligence Analysis:

† Daniel John Differ
† Adam Duran Jr.
† Tia Ashley Gaumont
† Madison Jane Hoadley
§ Kira Monique Horan
† Perry Joseph Ordway
* Cecilia Francisca Spaulding
† Jonathan Taylor

Nonprofit Leadership:

† Lisa Kirk Cormier
§ Eric Asher Crane
§ Taryn Janiece Fears
Nathaniel Hunt
Kayla Lee Lent
Lynn Michelle Ouellette
§ Cassandra Marie Wachowiak

Nursing Health Care Education:

Angela Marie Chapman

Nursing Health Care Leadership:

Samantha Anneliese Almeida
§ Barbara Jean Beauchemin
§ Amanda Michelle Mas
Victoria Adams Quinlan
Keri Elizabeth Robinson

Project Management:

§ Michael Rene Caracoglia
Robert Eugene Carr
† Carl Scott Ditty
† Nicole Elisabeth Ferrell
§ William Lewis Fish III
§ Tamara Cherice Foye
† Anna Kozak Grimard
§ Kendra Cassie Legendre
Christopher J. Lind
Amy Palen O’hearn
† Seth Adam Porter
§ Courtney May Theob
Jennifer Woodside

Master of Social Work

Social Work:

Natalie Paige Andrews
Katherine Theresa Arcieri
† Edward Aiden Paul Barkworth
Margaret Kent Barton
§ Maame Bassaw
§ Casey Turner Beckford
§ Carly Marie Berman
Maria Johna Bessette
Courtney Blaikie
§ Ellison Blanche Blumenthal
Tess Hannah Bonavita
* Theodore Steve Boozaal MD
Misty Ann Boucher
Ariana Lindsay Bregy
Bailey C. Brooks
† Lisa Field Brown
Heather Lynn Butterfield
Ashley Jean Campos
§ Dana Lynn Castor
† Catherine Choquette
§ Kristal Clark
Lily Mikayla Coakley
† Rebekah Marie Cocco
§ Danit Ora Cohen
§ Sean Cooper
Caitlin Marie Cormier
§ Kathryn Courtney
§ Anita Dhungel
Alexander Ryan Drew
Eliza Temple Dunne
§ Kylyn Larsen-Durst
Haley Emery
Irmgard Alanna Stieh Figueroa
Heather Dianne Follett
§ Chelsea Leigh Giguere
§ Gena Lynn Guglielmo
Nicole Hardiman
§ Randall Princeton Harris
Nicole Barbara Hayden
§ Lucy Radcliffe Holmes
Brett Daniel Jewett
Tevis Caroline Keach
Katherine Kolaczenko
Juliana Louise Labul
§ Sophie Margaret Luppold
† Kristin Marie Lyle
† Michelle McCausland
Veronica Rose McGrath
Meaghan Elizabeth McKernan
† Kristina Mary McNamara
† Miran Mahi’d Jamil Miller
KayLeigh Lynne Moniz
§ Julia Elisabeth Monsell
§ Danique Shanygne Montique
* Allison Morawski
Victoria Gracia Munoz
§ Lara Frances Nicholls
Matilda Kuopol-Nuru
Hannah Isabelle O’Connor
Olivia Osborn
§ Molly H. O’shea
Olivia Palosci
Alyssa Pasciuto
§ Megan Marie Pickford
* Rachel Ann Pischke
Emily Robinson
Hanna Margaret Rudolph
Manuel Alejandro Sahagun Jr.
† Alexandra Marie Sapia
Nichole Allison Savoy
Jillian Alyssa Seale
Emily Isabel Salwen Seymour
Carol Ann Steeves
§ Maddison Karin Stevens
† Lauren Emily Treitman
§ Brendan B. Vandeweghe
Melissa Lynn Vernette
Klarissa Wankel
† Catherine Justine Watters
Delaney Wendland
§ Amanda Lynn Wilfore
† Bryanna Elizabeth Young
Congratulations UNH Graduates…
Welcome Wildcats!

Congratulations to the Class of 2024 and welcome to “UNH for a lifetime!” Today you join the ranks of more than 140,000 alumni worldwide as part of an exclusive network that will provide you lifelong social and professional enrichment.

Enjoy this special day! You’ve earned it. Celebrate now, and enhance our Wildcat world in the days to come by staying in touch and sharing your journey as an inspiration to others. Remember, every day is a great day to be a Wildcat!
Academic Regalia

The tradition of academic regalia dates back to the Middle Ages. There has been some variation through the years, but today the American academic costume is governed by a generally accepted code.

GOWN
The gowns vary somewhat in design depending upon the academic degree they represent. There are three standard gowns: the bachelor's, the master's, and the doctor's. The bachelor's and the master's gowns are untrimmed. The doctor's gown is faced with velvet down the front. Three velvet bars adorn each sleeve. In recognition of UNH's 150th Celebration, the university debuted a new gown in 2016 based on the primary institutional color. The gown features the university seal. Gowns, hoods and caps of foreign universities usually are distinctive and do not comply with the American Academic Costume Code.

CAPS
Caps are normally black. The tassel is worn on the right side until the bachelor's degree is conferred; then the tassel is worn on the left.

HOODS
Hoods are indicative of an advanced degree. The lining shows the color of the college or university granting the degree, and the trimming represents the field in which the degree is granted.

Some of the major areas are listed below:
Agriculture — Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities — White
Business Administration — Light Brown
Education — Light Blue
Engineering — Orange
Forestry — Russet
Law — Purple
Library Science — Lemon
Music — Pink
Philosophy — Dark Blue
Public Health — Salmon Pink
Science — Golden Yellow
Theology — Scarlet
STOLES AND CORDS

Honors Stoles
Stoles are worn by University Honors Program Presidential Scholars, seniors distinguished for 32 credits of Honors work, including a 4–8 credit independent research project (senior thesis) and a cumulative grade-point average of 3.85 or higher, as well as University Honors Program Scholars, seniors distinguished for 32 credits of Honors work, including a 4–8 credit independent research project (senior thesis) and a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5–3.84.

Gold and White Cords
Gold cords are worn by those graduating Summa Cum Laude, seniors graduating with a cumulative grade-point average of 3.85 or higher. White cords are worn by those graduating Cum Laude and Magna Cum Laude.

MILITARY HONOR CORDS
Red, White and Blue Honor Cords are worn by graduating veterans in recognition of their service to our country.

UNIVERSITY MACE
The university mace is commonly used at formal academic ceremonies to symbolize the authority universities have to grant degrees and maintain high educational standards. The University of New Hampshire mace, a 1983 gift of the Carolinas Club, is silver with a hammered texture. Its torch-like, tapered body features three silver seals including those of the state of New Hampshire, the town of Durham, and the University of New Hampshire, and is embellished with chips of granite.

ACADEMIC MEDALLION
The University of New Hampshire academic medallion is silver and features the university seal. It is worn by the president of the university as a symbol of office.

UNIVERSITY FLAG AND COLLEGE BANNERS
The principal banner for academic ritual is the university flag. This is always fixed and displayed on the platform. The college banners are carried in the processional by the class marshals. Traditionally, the class marshals are selected by the deans and directors of the colleges and schools on the basis of academic achievement and contributions to their class.
Alma Mater

New Hampshire, alma mater,
All hail, all hail to thee!
Behind thee tow'r the mountains,
Before thee roars the sea.
Thy sons and daughters ever
Thy praises loud will sing.
New Hampshire, alma mater,
Accept our offering.

We love thee, old New Hampshire,
And to the White and Blue,
Where'er our work shall call us,
We always will be true.
We'll ever guard thy honor,
Bright shall thy mem'ry be.
New Hampshire, alma mater,
All hail, all hail to thee!

H. F. Moore, Class of 1898

Program Music

Pomp and Circumstance — Edward Elgar
Star-Spangled Banner — Francis Scott Key
Alma Mater — H. F. Moore, Class of 1898
Procession of Nobles — Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov

Land Acknowledgement

As we all walk the trail of life, we wish to acknowledge the spiritual and physical connection the Pennacook, Abenaki, and Wabanaki Peoples have maintained to N'dakinna (N-DAH-kee-nah) and the aki (land), nibi (water), lolakwikak (flora), and awaasak (fauna) which the University of New Hampshire community is honored to steward today. We also acknowledge the hardships they continue to endure after the loss of unceded homelands and champion the University’s responsibility to foster relationships and opportunities that strengthen the well-being of the Indigenous People who carry forward the traditions of their ancestors.

The Commencement Committee wishes to thank all of the volunteers who served as hosts for today’s ceremony.
The University is part of the University System of New Hampshire.